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If you're serious about Dreamweaver development, you'll want to prove it by getting certified by

Macromedia. There's just the small problem of that test. Not to worry: This official study guide helps

you prepare to ace it! Covering all of the topics included in the certification exam, this volume details

everything from Web and design basics to using layers and tables, importing content, using

graphics and rich media, adding interactivity, and more. The authors use clear and direct language

complimented by useful and well-explained code examples to convey all of the information you

need to pass the exam. Sample questions (and answers) accompany each subject, as do extensive

tips, notes, and cautions. If you're a beginning Dreamweaver developer, you'll get all the grounding

you need to complete the Macromedia certification process. And if you're a veteran user, you'll be

pleased to find info on all of Dreamweaver MX 2004's new features: dynamic cross-browser

validation, improved CSS support, built-in graphics editing, and more.
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For starters, the book itself is really good; I did learn a lot about DWMX 2004 that I wasn't as familiar

with as I'd like to be, however, the errors that showed up (yes, not only in the content but in the

answers to the sample questions) were not only disturbing, but should be a pretty big concern for

those who have less of a knowledge of the tool.The exam questions were of little relevance to the

book--that is, there were very limited questions that I felt I gained any insight to by painstakingly

reviewing the book that is supposed to be what you need to pass the exam.In fact, I will firmly state



that I passed the exam based on real-life experience and exposure to the tool and HTML,

ColdFusion, Javascript and CSS instead of what was in the book. That was pretty

disappointing.Again, I do find that the book was great for helping expose me to some of the features

I hadn't really checked out before, but I cannot honestly give credit to the book for helping me pass.

There is some core understanding that it will help you with, but nothing is going to get you through

this exam like "real life" experience.

I am talking the certification test next week. I almost did not buy this book because of the negative

reviews, but I am very glad that I did. I completely disagree with the three prior reviews: I think this is

indeed a study guide, and not a user guide. It is 200 pages, so of course it cannot teach you

Dreamweaver. Its purpose is to give you a sort of elaborately annotated "checklist" of DW 2004 MX

features so you can address the features you are not familiar with; even if you use DW often, there

will be areas you are not familiar. I think this a great "study guide" if you go through it with DW open

on your PC/Mac. Here is the point, straight from the intro: "This book is not a cheat sheet. It will not

teach you DW MX 2004 from scratch, nor will it give you a list of things to remember to pass the

test. What it will do is help you systematically review every major (and not so major) feature..."

Against this promise, this "study guide" delivers. Especially because the Exam Specifications that

you download from Macromedia--I don't know about you--raised more for me questions than it

answered.For 200 small pages, it also has a high signal-to-noise ratio. There are some really helpful

snippets in here. I can't promise I'll pass the test, but in my opinion, a decent strategy includes (1)

use DW, (2) work through either the Missing Manual or the Bible, and (3) use this study guide to

systematically give yourself a comprehensive tour of the program features.

It can't hurt to read this book, but as a study guide if fails.Firstly some of the answers were wrong.

Worse, most of the questions don't appear in the exam.If you are interested in learning about some

of the features in Dreamweaver, OK read this. But if you want to do the exam, buy something else.

So, one star because it claims to be a study guide. Otherwise it would be three.

This is a the most useless book I've ever bought. It doesn't give me anything that I need to pass the

exam. Only a text describing what dreamweaver mx 2004 really really is. Not a study guide how to

meet the problem. Moreover it lacks of challenging questions.Very Dissapointing.
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